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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

A Computational Exploration of the Scandate Cathode Surface
The exact surface configuration of scandate cathodes has been a point of contention
for the materials community for a long time. Without proper understanding of it and
the related structures and emission mechanisms, scandate cathodes remain patchy
and unreliable emitters. Thus, density functional theory techniques were applied to
various potential surface arrangements and found that there are several low-energy
surfaces with low work functions that incorporate a scandium interlayer between
tungsten and oxygen or otherwise have a scandium-on-tungsten structure. Furthermore, it was discovered that adding a monolayer of scandium directly to a tungsten
surface is surprisingly favorable, thermodynamically. While none of the test surfaces
match the properties or compositions of real scandate cathode surfaces, they shine
a light on the previously-unexplored phenomenon of this scandium monolayer effect
which runs counter to commonly-understood metallurgical principles.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1.1

Thermionic Cathodes

Thermionic cathodes are not the type of cathodes you see in your AA batteries.
Rather, they feature prominently in early vacuum-tube computers and CRT TVs.
Nowadays though, they’re largely confined to scientific rather than commercial utility.
Instead of televisions, they’re an integral part of SEM and TEM microscopes, used to
produce the electron beam they use for imaging [1]. There are even more novel uses
for them being researched right now, including nanoscale 3-D printing [2]! Even the
military has in recent years taken an interest in the development of better and more
efficient thermionic cathodes, injecting further funding into this research field [3].
1.2

Scandate Cathodes

Scandate cathodes can generally be thought of as a simple improvement upon traditional thermionic cathodes. They emit more electrons at a lower temperature, are
more stable in air, and have a lower work function [4]! However, the reason they
haven’t replaced traditional thermionic in any but the most high-end research machines is that the scandate cathode manufacturing process is not very reliable [5]. The
real problem with scandate cathodes is that the mechanism for their superior function compared to other thermionic cathodes is unknown. That means the structures
responsible can’t be engineered. Furthermore, even the working scandate cathodes
suffer from patchy emission patterns. Some parts of the surface exhibit the desired
properties, but the rest does not, which has been attributed to an uneven distribution
of scandium and barium [6]. As a result, reliable fabrication is impossible.
Contrary to what one might expect, quite a lot is known about scandate cathodes. Extensive studies have been carried out regarding the surface composition, the
emissivity of theorized structures, and possible emission mechanisms [3]. Unfortunately, scandate cathodes are extremely hard to study in their active state, due to
the high temperatures and low pressures necessary, so experimental studies can only
be conducted on pre-use or post-use cathodes, which being cooled to room temperature exhibit different properties. There are three prominent theories regarding that
mechanism, and thus the surface structures that underlie it. The adsorption model
proposes a layered structure composed of barium oxide adsorbed onto some sort of
Scandium-containing substance, based on the Auger spectroscopy studies performed
by van Oostrom and Augustus [7]. The semiconductor model on the other hand posits
that, like other better-understood thermionic cathodes, scandate cathodes take advantage of the Schottky effect by forming a semiconducting oxide layer on the surface
[8]. Finally, the dipole model takes note of the ionic bonds between oxygen and metal
in the present metal oxides (Sc2 O3 and BaO) and theorizes the existence of a charged
layer structure wherein a negatively-charged anion interlayer might reduce the work
function by pushing electrons towards the surface. All of these models however are
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flawed; There are phenomena and surface features which they are insufficient to explain. Thus, more research is needed to illuminate the mechanisms and structures of
the scandate cathode.
1.3

This Study

The work detailed in this paper is intended to clarify the surface structure of the
scandate cathode. The more that is known about that emitting structure, the easier
it becomes to create a process that reliably results in those structures, which would
immensely improve the scandate cathode fabrication process. More specifically, this
paper explores the possibility of aluminum in the functional surface structures, as
well as several possible multi-layered structures containing a scandium interlayer.
The aluminum was of interest because it appeared in some EDS analysis of scandate
cathode surfaces [5]. Scandium on the other had has long been known to play a
crucial part in scandate cathodes (being the main difference between scandate and
M-type cathodes), but much of the research has assumed its part lies in a composite
scandium-barium oxide structure [6] or a gettering function to reduce free oxygen
through oxidation [9]. This research presents an alternative hypothesis; Scandium
has a significantly lower surface energy density than tungsten [10], so it might be
thermodynamically favorable to ’replace’ the tungsten surface substrate with scandium using a thin metallic or oxide layer. This is counterintuitive, since scandium
and tungsten are not bulk miscible, and any interface between them should be very
unfavorable [11]. It’s not wholly new or unfounded though; Sasaki et al. observed
the formation of scandium tungstate in their thin-film top-layer cathode, and noted
that the addition of barium increased emissivity [12]. Kordesch et al. saw much the
same, observing that for optimal emission barium oxide needed to be deposited after
the deposition of the scandate adn theorized that it might have some sort of cleaning
effect on the tungsten surface [13].
Thus, I have systematically studied the stability of several such surfaces using Density Functional Theory, extracting the excess surface energy and finding that there are
indeed several favorable low-work-function surfaces involving a scandium interlayer.
Furthermore, upon discovering the unexpected stability of the scandium monolayer
on bare tungsten, I tested additional structures with multiple layers of scandium on
tungsten slabs and discovered that more than one layer of scandium is never favorable. More specifically, this study focuses on surfaces of the 100, 110, and 112 crystal
planes, since those are the dominant facets displayed by the tungsten nanoparticles
of scandate cathodes as seen in 1.1 DFT has been applied to the problem of scandate cathodes several times in the recent past, though not in quite the same way
[15][16][17]. Sief et al. also explored the surface energies of various constructed surfaces, though her work was most concerned with composite scandium-barium layers
over oxygen [17]. She also examined the desorption of scandium from those surfaces,
incorporating DFPT to look at temperature-related effects in much the same way
this study does [18].
Copyright© Shankar C. Miller-Murthy, 2022.
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Figure 1.1: Scandate Cathode Nanoparticle Shape
At left, a labled and colored Wulff shape of a tungsten nanoparticle based on
examples from scandate cathodes. At right, an SEM image of scandate cathode
nanoparticles, to show the resemblance. Figure replicated from [14]
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Chapter 2 Background

2.1

Thermionic Cathodes

Thermionic cathodes, as the name implies, use thermal energy to emit electrons into
a vacuum when heated to high temperatures, around 900 to 1000 C for commercial
cathodes and provided with an electron-replenishing current [7]. This thermal energy
excites electrons within the surface, allowing them to escape from the solid material
and into empty space; From the fermi level to the vacuum level. These excited
electrons are emitted in all directions from the heated metal, randomly as thermal
excitation is wont to do. In order to focus and direct these free electrons, most
vacuum electron devices use electromagnets to create a strong magnetic field, which
also helps to tear electrons away from the surface that aren’t quite energetic enough
to get out themselves [8]. The resultant device resembles a button of porous tungsten
metal, with impurities and surface coatings depending on the specific type of device.
2.1.1

The Importance of Work Function

The emission current of thermionic cathodes (thermionic emission current) is related
to the temperature by Richardson’s Law:
−W

J = AG T 2 e kT

(2.1)

This law is a Arrhenius-like equation based on Richardson’s observations, with J
being the emitted electron flux (current per unit surface area), W representing the
work function, and AG is the Richardson Constant, an experimental parameter that
must be determined anew for each new cathode [14]. As shown, the electron flux
and thus the emission current have an exponential dependence on the work function;
Furthermore, the other parameters (with the exception of the Richardson Constant)
are not related to the cathode’s composition or structure, and while AG is, it isn’t
well-understood enough to predict and optimize. It is for these reasons that a large
portion of cathodes research has been focused on reducing this parameter specifically.
One of the more impactful things that can be done to reduce the work function
is the Schottky Effect, which is caused by electric fields within the vacuum chamber.
The Schottky effect is described by the following equation;
s
qe3 F
(2.2)
∆W =
4πϵ0
∆W here represents the change in the work function, which is a function of F ,
the electric field strength. The charge of an electron is represented by qe and the
permitivity of free space is ϵ0 . Basically, the Schottky Effect allows the imposition
of an external electric field to artificially reduce the work function of a cathode with
a semiconducting surface layer. Many types of thermionic cathodes are designed
4

specifically to take advantage of this work function reduction, including MM-types
and controlled porosity dispenser cathodes. [19]. The semiconductor theory of scandate cathode operation posits that the low work function comes about due to this
effect, as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.1.2

The Importance of Surface Structure

There are several different types of thermionic cathode. The standard ”basic” cathode
is the B-type, which takes the form of porous tungsten impregnated with barium, calcium, and aluminum oxides [20]. Their emission is catalyzed by a thin near-monolayer
of barium oxide on the surface [4]. Since the electron emission takes place at or near
the surface, a number of different surface coating have been developed to facilitate
that process and lower the work function [3]. These cathode variants include the
metal-coated (M-type) cathodes, which consist of a porous tungsten core and a coating of a high-work-function metal [20]. Their advantages include lower work functions
and emission temperatures, with the lowest recently observed in Rhenium-tungsten
cathodes, at 1.8 eV [21]. Those are however very expensive to create given the rarity
of the Rhenium. Unfortunately the lifetime of M-type cathodes is limited by the
formation of surface alloys that inhibit emission. Multi-layer metal-coated cathodes
have also had some success, with an Osmium over Tungsten/Rhenium cathode producing a current density of 30 A/cm2 [3]. Experiments in altering the composition
of the bulk cathode material resulted in the Mixed-Matrix (or MM-type) cathodes
[4]. These tend to have longer lifetimes due in part to stability in the face of ion
bombardment, which can be a serious issue in the environment of a vacuum chamber
where high-energy species can scatter at long distances with high kinetic energy. Barium tends to rise to the surface of these cathodes, forming a semiconducting layer of
scandium and scandium oxide on the surface of the cathode [21]. Due to the reduced
screening in this layer, the external electric fields to penetrate into the material. This
in turn reduces the work function via the Schottky Effect, lowering the barrier to
electron escape as described earlier.
This effect is also capitalized upon by controlled porosity dispenser cathodes.
In normal thermionic cathodes, the tungsten forms a porous substrate with other
substances like calcium oxide, aluminum and other additives existing in the grain
boundaries and the pores of the tungsten [22]. This means that these other compounds have only irregular access to the surface. As a result, the cathodes tend to
have patchy and nonuniform emission [6]. Some have tried to fix this issue by designing the structure of the cathode. By sintering tungsten wires together and thus
controlling the location and orientation of those pores, Ives et al managed to improve
the the uniformity of emission in the wires’ direction, reporting 50 A/cm2 current
density [19]. The results are impressive, but the technology is very much in development, and the sintering process could cause issues in applying coatings and including
impurities in the tungsten substrate [21].

5

Figure 2.1: Demonstration of Schottky Effect
Diagrams of scandate cathode operation under the semiconductor theory. At top
(a), the physical configuration of the cathode and its semiconductor layer with
respect to a charged anode, with a vacuum in between. In the middle (b), the band
diagram is shown before the effects of the field, with the work function Φ and
electron affinity λ noted. At the bottom (c), the Schottky effect is shown, with the
total work function reduction δΦt separated into its components, the intrinsic δΦin
and the scandate δΦSC annotated. Adapted from [8]
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2.2

Scandate Cathodes

Scandate Cathodes are an evolution of MM-type cathodes, an attempt at improving emissivity and lifetime by altering the composition of the cathode [23]. Adding
scandate powder to the mix has had incredible, but patchy results. Emission currents as high as 40A/cm2 have been reported at temperatures as low as 950 C [24].
Other groups have attempted to apply M-type (top-layer) fabrication methods to
apply scandate to only the surface of the cathode to great success [21]. Even better
results have been obtained through top-layer fabrication. Zagwyn et al for example
performed a compositional study by depositing scandium, barium and oxygen on a
tungsten surface to achieve work functions of 1.39 eV [25]. Unfortunately, top-layer
fabrication methods are expensive and low-yield, and thus not suitable for mass fabrication. There is also a variant of scandate cathodes that also includes yitterbium in
the impregnates. While this heavy metal is obviously impractical for production, its
mechanism for work function reduction is informative, with yittrium oxide forming
the same semiconducting layer to take advantage of the schottky effect [21].
2.2.1

Scandate Cathode Emission Theories

There are three theories regarding the mechanism behind scandate cathodes’ performance: the adsorption model, the semiconductor model, and the dipole model. The
Ba/O −Sc2 O3 −W adsorption model was put forward by van Oostrom and Augustus
based on their surface characterization research [7]. They used Auger spectroscopy
to detect scandium and barium oxide on the surface of activated cathodes, then
sputter-cleaned it to remove that layer and repeated their characterization. Since after cleaning the oxide had vanished along with the barium, they concluded that BaO
composed the surface of the cathode, layered on top of Sc2 O3 on top of a tungsten
substrate. This structure mirrors that of some M-type thermionic cathodes where
barium and barium oxide sits on top of an osmium-rhubidium layer on the tungsten
nanoparticles. Interestingly, Wan et al determined in their dissertation that ”The
presence of barium oxide promotes desorbtion of scandium oxide” [26], since the areas with the best thermionic emission were completely devoid of bulk substances.
These emission-inhibiting bulk substances have been identified as barium tungstates
and scandate, which are therefore unlikely to have a part in the emissive surface
structure. Liu et al’s compositional examination supports this, barium covers the
emissive surface in a 50% monolayer, but is not part of a Ba-Sc-O layer [14].
The semiconductor model on the other hand is an established model that works
well for other oxide cathodes. It posits that the oxide layer, which lacks lacking a
metal’s screening, is affected effected by external electric fields like a semiconductor
[27][8]. The reduction in internal work function this causes is cumulative with the
reduction from the Schottkey effect, resulting in an even smaller work function and
better emission performance. Models based on this approach have met with some
success in predicting and explaining scandate cathode operation [28][8].
Finally, the dipole model theorizes that it is it’s the polarity of the oxide molecules
on the surface that is responsible for the scandate cathode’s properties. This is based
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Figure 2.2: Demonstration of the Dipole Model
Diagram of functional and nonfunctional cathode surfaces based on the Dipole
model. At left, the functional configuration includes an anion interlayer which
pushes electrons towards and out of the surface. At right, the nonfunctional
configuration includes an anion surface layer which prevent electron escape.
Replicated from [4]
on the observation that alkaki and alkali-earth metal oxide adsorbed onto tungsten
have been found to reduce the work function before even outside of scandate oxides
[28]. In theory the oxygen anions in the oxide form a layer on the metal substrate
with the metal cations outside of the oxide on the outside surface in the oxide on
the outside as shown in Figure 2.2; The dipole formed by the metal cation and the
oxygen anion pushes electrons towards the surface and makes it easier for them to
escape, thus reducing the work function of the cathode.
Other scientists and engineers have chosen to attack the problem from a more
practical perspective. Since all of the models agree that the surface coverage of oxide
on the cathode is critical to its function, the logical response is to find a better way
to coat it. To this end, a few new fabrication techniques and processes have emerged.
Normally, scandate cathodes start as a scandate-doped tungsten powder which is
fused into a plug using powder metallurgy [4]. They are then impregnated with
barium, calcium and aluminum oxides. The doping of the powder is the critical step
when it comes to ensuring proper scandate distribution. The liquid-liquid and liquidsolid methods are well-established and popular here, though research has shown the
liquid-liquid method to be superior; Wang et al. have managed to get even better
scandium distributions with a sol-gel mixing method originally used for SDI cathodes
[26]. These methods allow the powdered substances to mix even within single grains
by deriving the powder mix from a well-mixed acid solution and chemically isolating
the desired elements.
As may have been noted, the bulk of scandate cathode research is highly focused
on the scandate itself or on the barium oxide that coats the surface of the cathode.
However, those are not the only oxides in play. Both calcium and aluminum oxide may
also be playing some part in the efficacy of the scandate cathode, being part of the
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powder mix. Liu et al for example has recently found that barium aluminum oxide was
forming in places on the surface rather than only the expected barium oxide [5]. This
is complicated by Crombeen et al’s demonstration that surface elements including
barium and tungsten were reduced as part of the activation process, which means
more than just the oxides have to be considered [29]. Furthermore, their experiments
showed that there was oxygen transport from within the tungsten matrix to the
surface during activation. Their discovery also has implications for the temperature
and partial pressure of oxygen during the activation process. As Sief et al noted, the
surface oxide interacts differently with different surfaces of the tungsten substrate,
which affects the shape of the resulting crystals and the microstructure of the cathode
as a whole [30]. According to Xiaotao et al’s SEM microscopy and analysis, the
scandate cathode surface is a matrix of micron-scale tungsten particles with exposed
100, 110, and 112 facets, of which 112 surface are the largest [14]. Sief used this
information along with computational methods to predict (and then experimentally
verified) the shapes of the tungsten crystals in scandate cathodes based on the surface
energies of various surfaces with adsorbed barium oxide [30]. In my research into the
possible surface configurations in scandate cathodes I do much the same, limiting my
examination to the 100, 110, and 112 families of crystallographic surfaces.
2.3

Density Functional Theory

Density Functional Theory is one of several ab initio methods for performing large
calculations at the atomic scale. Ab Initio means ’from the beginning’, and these
calculations fit that description by building up everything from the basic laws of
physics rather than extrapolating from experimental data. Since everything needs to
be accounted for down to the electrons, these methods necessarily start from quantum
mechanics: The Schroedinger Equation. Of course, an exact solution is impossible
for more than two bodies let alone the hundreds of electrons DFT must routinely
deal with. The solution to this problem is approximation iteration; An approximate
solution is found and then used to find a more accurate approximation until the result
approaches reality.
Density Functional Theory is founded on a pair of theorems devised by Kohn
and Hohenberg in 1964, later written as equations by Kohn and Sham [31]. The
first states that ”The ground state energy from Schroedinger’s equation is a unique
functional of electron density”. A functional can be likened to a function for functions;
Just as a function takes in a number of variables and returns a number, a functional
takes in a function (like electron density, a function of three spatial coordinates) and
returns a number. That is, the electron density can be put through an unknown
functional to find the ground-state energy. The second theorem is an extension of
the general energy-minimization principles inherent in chemistry and physics. It
states that ”The electron density that minimizes the energy of the overall functional
is the true electron density corresponding to the full solution of the Schrodinger
Equation” This theorem is what allows DFT to take the all-important step from
finding the correct ground-state energy for a given electron configuration to finding
the correct electron configuration (and thus ground-state energy) for a given atomic
9

configuration. The Kohn-Sham equations, reproduced below are a mathematical
representation of all that.
Etot = minn(r) E[n] = minn(r) (T [n] + Vef f [n])

(2.3)

Where Etot is the minimum energy of n(r), the electron density function. E[n] is
thus the energy of a single configuration n, which is equivalent to the kinetic energy
T [n] of the configuration plus the density functional of the same.
Unfortunately, science is missing a step. We know there’s a unique functional
that would let us transform the electron density into an energy number and thus find
the correct configurations, but we don’t know what it is. More precisely, we know
most of it- the contributions from the electron kinetic energies, the electron-pair and
nucleus-pair interactions. However, there is one remaining term which yet eludes us:
The exchange-correlation functional.
Ve f f = Ve xt + VH + Vx c

(2.4)

Luckily, there is a reference point, a situation for which that functional is known.
Unluckily, a uniform-density electron cloud is not something that ever occurs in nature. It does provide a method of approximation though; For the purpose of the
exchange correlation functional (and that functional alone) the electron density function can be assumed to be a uniform cloud as mentioned above with a density equal
to the local electron density at that point [32]. This is called the Local Density
Approximation, or the LDA. There’s also another alternative approximation for the
exchange correlation functional: The GGA, or Generalized Gradient Approximation.
It combines the local electron density with the density gradient to create a more complex exchange correlation functional [33]. Unfortunately more complex is not always
the same as more accurate. Furthermore, there are many ways of combining density
and gradient information, so there are a variety of different GGA approximations
to choose from. My work with VASP uses one of those, P AW P BE (ProjectorAugmented planeWave basis, Perdue-Burke-Enzerhoff exchange correlation energy),
nearly universally.
When E is discussed above, it’s noted to be an energy but it’s not a Gibbs Free
Energy. Rather, it’s closer to an enthalpy value, since the density functional theory
does not incorporate any sort of entropy anywhere. As a result, the resulting E
from the process cannot be used to accurately describe anything above absolute zero.
This is known as the ground state energy, or E0 . While E0 is useful in a variety of
ways, there is an extension to DFT which does incorporate some entropy. Specifically,
DFPT (Density Functional Perturbation Theory) uses phonon modes and the phonon
band structure of a structure to calculate the vibrational [34]. This isn’t the only
kind of entropy of course, but the others can ususally be neglected; Configurational
entropy is typically negligible within a molecule or crystal’s structure for example,
and incorporating it wouldn’t add any desired information.
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2.3.1

DFT Computational Method

The setup for such a calculations involves several different input files which together
tell the program what and how to calculate. The POSCAR defines the initial repeat
unit of the substance, including the lattice vectors and the positions and identities of
the atoms. The atoms positions are defined in terms of the lattice vectors rather than
in absolute terms. This allows easier definition of non-rectangular supercells, but it
means that any change to the lattice constants will also change the positions of the
atoms. The INCAR is the settings file, which tells the program what algorithms to
use how many times, under what conditions to stop and what types of data to report
when it does. The INCAR settings I used for each type of calculation are detailed in
the Methods section, along with an explanation of each term and why it’s used. The
POTCAR file contains all of the necessary information about the elements used in
the calculation. This information is compiled from individual-element POTCAR files
provided by VASP itself. In fact, VASP provides several different POTCARs for each
element, each with different numbers of electrons included. The minimum-electron
POSCAR is the least accurate and least computationally costly option, containing
only the valence shell of electrons, but more comprehensive and accurate POSCARs
are also available. The KPOINTS file defines the inverse lattice across which the the
calculation is performed. This means it governs the spatial accuracy of the calculation; A finer lattice means the result will be more accurate, but more computationally
intensive.
The inverse lattice defined by the KPOINTS file is harder to define and explain
than the other input files. Because the DFT process treats the structure defined by
the POSCAR as being the repeat unit of a spatially infinite material, the solution
to Schroedinger’s Equation must consist of a sum of planewave functions. These
functions are much easier to deal with using the inverse lattice (or k-space). Within
the inverse lattice, the planewave functions are analyzed at various specific locations
on a grid to get an idea of how they vary throughout. These are the KPOINTS; a
greater density of KPOINTS will result in a more accurate but longer calculation.
2.3.2

DFT Utility and Limitations

Thus, DFT calculations have to take a somewhat roundabout approach. The KohnSham equation allows the use of Hartree Potentials, which describes the the repulsion
between an electron and others, to find single-electron wavefunctions for all electrons
which together create the electron density. However, the Hartree potential itself
requires the electron density to be defined. The approach taken in modern DFT
calculations is to start with one of a few predefined trial electron densities, then cycle
through the equations to find a new trial electron densities. This process is then
repeated until the electron densities converge, with an iteration leaving the function
(roughly) unchanged.
It’s important to acknowledge that DFT (like any numerical technique) is not
infinitely accurate. It will never give the correct answers, but with skilled usage the
answers will be correct enough. Part of skilled usage is knowing when not to use the
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technique. There are a few situations that, due to the assumptions made, DFT is
incapable of accurately handling. One of those comes about due to the assumption
of energy minimization; The system cannot handle excited states, since the system is
explicitly not in the ground state. DFT has also been known to underestimate band
gaps in semiconducting materials. Molecules with weak Van der Waals interactions
can also mess it up, since those forces are a function of long-range electron interactions
that are hard to model in any systematic way.
The last, and for this work most important restriction for DFT is a logistical on
rather than a technical one: The computational power required for the calculations.
Most obviously this restricts DFT from being useful in modeling anything macroscopic
simply due to the sheer number of atoms involved. Less obviously, the computational
difficulty of a DFT calculation scales with respect to the square of the number of
electrons because each electron affects each other electron and vice versa. Thus,
heavier elements with higher numbers of electrons are more expensive to model than
light ones. This is usually mitigated by only involving the valence electrons in the
calculation, compensating for the rest using a provided pseudopotential. Doing so
is called the Pseudopotential Method, pioneered by Hans Hellman, which replaces
the high-complexity wavefunction of the real with a much simpler approximation
engineered to match the original outside of a chosen minimum radius as shown in
Figure 2.3 [36]. For fastest performance this is usually just under the valence shell,
but such a shortcut produces less accurate results so frequently one or two shells
below that are included as well. The producers of VASP, the DFT software this
project uses, maintain a large and well-tested library of psuedopotentials for use by
their clients. It is from this resource which all of my element pseudopotentials are
drawn. There are further restrictions on the use of density functional theory, but
these are the ones most important to my work here.

Copyright© Shankar C. Miller-Murthy, 2022.
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Chapter 3 Methods

3.1

Bulk Reference Construction

The first step to finding any surface energy is to separate out the bulk energy- the
energy of the atoms in their native lattice. Thus, initial calculations addressed simple
bulk unit cells and cubic supercells in order to isolate that quantity for each used
element other than oxygen (which as a gas had to be handled in a different way). As
DFT is an ab initio technique, the results provided might not be exactly the same as
the real-life versions, so there are several procedures that must be followed to ensure
that the simulation matches reality as much as possible as consistently as possible.
These include performing convergence calculations to find the optimal plane-wave
cutoff and KPOINT density, choosing the pseudopotential for each element, and
using regression to find the minimum-energy lattice constant.
The planewave cutoff for the calculations in this study was chosen based on the
Beck Group’s prior research, as were the pseudopotentials drawn from VASP’s library
[17]. An ENCUT of 520 eV has proven sufficient to catch all of the major factors
present in tungsten, scandium, barium, and oxygen. With the inclusion of aluminum,
a convergence study was performed with it with respect to the planewave cutoff.
Though it found that even 340 eV achieved sufficient accuracy, the 520 eV value was
used throughout the rest of the study because it 340 would not have been sufficient
for the other included elements. The most basic pseudopotentials provided by VASP
only model the outermost valence shell of the atoms. For the most part this is
fine, because they are sufficiently shielded from outside interaction; This study uses
those standard pseudopotentials for tungsten, oxygen, barium and aluminum. For
scandium however, it has been determined that the more-complex 12-electron version
of the scandium pseudopotential produces a large enough accuracy improvement to
use despite the increased computational cost of the additional electrons. This is once
again based on the Beck Group’s experience with the technology.
The INCAR settings I used for the bulk regressions are as follows:
The PREC setting stands for ’Precision’ and is set to the highest value. It prevents
the program from using any shortcuts or many of the simplifying assumptions and
reduces the chance of many different kinds of errors and inaccuracies. It also increases
the program’s memory requirements, but that’s a necessary sacrifice. ENCUT is the
energy level cutoff for the bands. Increasing this value is computationally costly, and
only some of the energy bands present in a material are relevant, so a regression series
is also performed with various ENCUT values to find the lower bound that will include
all relevant bands. This is done by incrementally increasing the ENCUT and noting
when the energy of a pure-element unit cell stops changing. LREAL determines
whether the projection operators are in realspace or reciprocal space. I exclusively
use reciprocal space (LREAL = FALSE) because it produces more precise energy
values. ISMEAR determines how the partial occupancies of orbitals are assigned.
I use the default setting. NSW is the maximum allowed number of steps. I set
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PREC = Accurate
ENCUT = 520
LREAL = .FALSE.
ISMEAR = 1
NSW = 200
IBRION = 2
IALGO = 48
EDIFF = 1e-5
EDIFFG = 1e-5
LVTOT = .TRUE.
LVHAR = .TRUE.
Figure 3.1: INCAR settings for bulk DFT calculations.
it to a frankly ridiculous value so that the number of steps won’t be a limiting
factor. IBRION is how one chooses the relaxation algorithm the program will use.
This one tells the program to perform ionic relaxation using a conjugate gradient
algorithm. IALGO also chooses an algorithm, this time for orbital optimization. The
one used herein is a residual minimization method direct inversion in the iterative
subspace. It improves speed significantly and has been found to produce low numbers
of error on our systems. The halt condition for this kind of DFT calculations is the
energy difference between falling below the value set by EDIFF, written in electron
volts. EDIFFG serves the same purpose, and is included primarily to combat errors.
LVTOT and LVHAR determine whether the local potential and ionic potentials are
written to the LOCPOT file as the program finishes. They’re irrelevant here, but I set
them to TRUE since that information is essential to figuring out the work functions
of the surfaces later.
3.1.1

Convergence Procedures

As implied by the INCAR settings, there are a few more regressions left to do to make
sure the resulting energies are not just accurate but precise as well. The first and most
obvious is the ENCUT regression. ENCUT stands for energy cutoff, and it defines
the maximum energy that the program will consider when evaluating the bands. It’s
important to set it high enough to catch the highest bands in the material, but not
much higher than that since it increases the computational load. I determined this
necessary ENCUT using regression, starting at the highest ENCUT required by the
already-included materials (for multi-element structures the ENCUT must be set to
the highest of all elemental ENCUTs to catch all bands) and incrementally increasing
it. When the final energy reported in the OUTCAR converges, the ENCUT is judged
sufficient as shown in Figure 3.2. Note that in this example, well below the actual
ENCUT used in the slab structures (520), the energy is already converged to below
a fiftieth of an electron volt.
Lattice constant regression is the process of removing any strain energy from any
structure by making sure it is the right size, This was done by setting up a super-cell
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Figure 3.2: ENCUT Convergence for Aluminum
using the published lattice constant, and then 6 more varying the lattice constant by
% 5, 10, and 20 percent. After performing a basic relaxation equation on them, one
can graph the energies versus lattice constant and set them to a cubic regression line.
The energy is related to the lattice constant by a cubic equation because the interatomic forces are proportional to the inverse of the square of the distance between
them. As a result, the energy contained in those interactions is a cubic function of the
inter-atomic distance, as demonstrated in Figure 3.3. The positions of the atoms are
described as fractions of the various lattice constants in each direction, so increasing
the lattice constant increases all of the inter-atomic distances proportionally. The
minimum of that equation (which can be found by derivation) corresponds to the true
bulk free energy of that element’s super-cell, and its location describes the correct
lattice constant.
The next important regression is the KPOINT convergence. The KPOINT file
controls the inverse lattice, and thus the inverse lattice point density. The important
thing here isn’t so much the number of inverse lattice points but their density governs
the accuracy of the calculation; Higher density of points means more granular calculations and thus more accurate and expensive calculations. This effect doesn’t change
so much depending on the structure or elements involved, so this regression can be
performed once to find what lattice point density will give the desired precision to
the calculations as shown in Figure 3.4. Though the graph may look disordered, a
look at the scale bar will reveal that the results are less than a tenth of an electron
volt apart. Based on our needs, the Beck Lab (to which I belong) has settled on a
KPOINT density of at least 36, which balances accuracy with computational cost.
The density has to be phrased that way because the KPOINT lattice is always expressed in terms of integers, and the sizes of the supercells used are not nearly so
neat and tidy. Thus, it must be set as a density floor; All calculations will be more
accurate than this defined error, many of them much more so.
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Figure 3.3: Aluminum Lattice Constant Regression

Figure 3.4: KPOINT Convergence for Aluminum
3.2

Aluminum State Conversion

It’s a well-known fact that the Gibbs Free Energy of the available states determines
what state a material is most likely to be found in. If the per-atom Gibbs Free Energy
of each state can be found, the one with the lowest energy is the predominant one.
While standard DFT can provide the ground state energy of a structure, this value is
an Enthalpy rather than a Gibbs Free Energy; It lacks any entropic component, and
thus has no temperature dependence. DFPT on the other hand can provide some
(but not all) of the entropy of a structure so, I was able to get a close approximation
of the free energies of the different aluminum-containing compounds that could have
been present at the surface over a range of temperatures. The most likely compounds
involved in the creation (or decomposition) of barium aluminum oxide were metallic
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aluminum, alumina, barium oxide and barium aluminum oxide (BaAl2O4) itself.
The first step in the process was writing the various possible chemical equations
for conversion between the possible states. The stoichiometric ratios are critical in
this analysis, as in any chemical reaction. Since the reactions were being considered
as a bulk process, the bulk references (of the involved compounds) were enough of
a reference. The energies of these bulk references can be decomposed to find the
per-molecule energy, with those being associated with the corresponding terms in the
chemical equation. By subtracting the energy of the precursor compounds (adjusted
for stoichiometry) from that of the resultant compounds, the free energy of reaction
can be found and used to determine whether or not it is favorable. These equations
are shown below, where each E represents the per-molecule energy of each reactant
or product and each G is the energy of reaction, with µO being the chemical activity
of oxygen.
∆GAl2O3 = EAl2O3 − 2EAl − 3µO

(3.1)

∆GBaO = EBaO − EBa − µO

(3.2)

∆GBaAl2O4 = EBaAl2O4 − EBa − 2EAl − 4µO

(3.3)

∆GBaAl2O4 = EBaAl2O4 − EBa − EAl2O3 − µO

(3.4)

The problem, in this case, is the oxygen. Unlike the bulk solids, the energy of
oxygen is not easily calculated by DFT. Rather, it’s dependant on temperature and
partial pressure (of oxygen) as shown in Figure 3.5. Unfortunately, at the very low
pressures at which scandate cathode activation takes place, the partial pressure of
oxygen can change quickly as oxide decomposition and formation can have a major
impact. It can still be treated as an independent variable though, so each energy of
reaction can be set to zero and solved for the activity of oxygen at each temperature;
This can be used to graph the activity at which each product would cease to form as
a function of temperature. As such, the meaningful result of this calculation is not a
verdict of whether or not these reactions are favorable but rather an analysis of what
conditions would make it favorable. These can then be compared to the conditions
required to activate a scandate cathode to determine if barium aluminum oxide is
likely to form from alumina or if aluminum metal is likely to be freed to participate
in other structures and reactions.
3.3

Slab Structures

In order to extract surface properties, slab structures had to be constructed. The
problem is the way that DFT treats the submitted structures; Rather than being
isolated in a void (in which case all structures would have surfaces), the POSCAR
structures are treated as repeat units in an infinitely large block. Thus, the surface
and the separation between that surface and the next must be integrated into the
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Figure 3.5: Oxygen Activity by Temperature and Pressure
Color graph cross-referencing temperature, partial pressure of oxygen, and chemical
activity of oxygen. The black line represents the tungsten oxidation threshold, while
the magenta and teal ones represent the oxidation thresholds for barium and
scandium respectively. Replicated from [4]
structure itself, with the surface being perpendicular to the z-axis. Since there can
be interaction between surfaces, especially charged ones or those containing dipoles,
some care need to be put into the spacing. As such, the structures started with a
very generous spacing (comparable to the slab thickness) and were tested it against
a slightly smaller one. Since the difference between the ground-state energies was
negligible, the interaction between the surfaces across the vacuum was also negligible.
In general this distance does not need to be large, but for safety’s sake the slabs all
contain that same generous spacing.
3.4

Slab Relaxation

In normal bulk crystal structures, or in well-studied surfaces, the minimum-energy
positions of the atoms are known. However, many of the structures investigated here
are novel and undocumented. One solution to this conundrum is to, rather than guess
at the locations, allow the atoms to find their own low-energy configurations using the
DFT relaxation process. The disadvantages of such an approach are readily apparent
given knowledge of how the DFT relaxation process works. Firstly, the atoms will
only relax in directions that lead to a decrease in gibbs free energy, so they will only
seek out local minima rather than global minima. Secondly, the process is set to stop
once the difference in energy between any two steps is below a certain threshold. If an
atom is in a position of unstable equilibrium- a local energy maximum, it may relax
only slightly in each step, moving so slowly that the program doesn’t recognize it. In
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PREC = Accurate
ENCUT = 520
LREAL = .FALSE.
ISMEAR = 1
NSW = 200
IBRION = 2
IALGO = 48
EDIFF = 1e-5
EDIFFG = 1e-5
LVTOT = .TRUE.
LVHAR = .TRUE.
ISYM = -1
Figure 3.6: INCAR settings for slab relaxation.
particular, it’s easy to pile atoms on top of each other in the z-axis direction, where
they could reduce their energy by ’falling over’, but the first step in that movement
wouldn’t represent a significant enough reduction to happen at all.
The settings shown in Figure 3.6 are mostly the same as the bulk regression
uses, however there are some important differences and clarifications, including the
relaxation algorithm, IBRION, and the symmetry switch ISYM. While the IBRION
algorithm and NSW is mostly irrelevant in the case of the bulk regression because
the atoms don’t need to move much or at all, the point of the slab relaxation process
is to encourage movement into optimal positions. As such, it’s important that the
algorithm allow computationally efficient movement and that the NSW is sufficient to
let the atoms get where they need to be. The main difference between the regression
and relaxation INCARs is the inclusion of the ISYM parameter. It deals with the way
the program simplifies calculations by utilizing symmetry inherent in the structure.
The thing is that while symmetry is very likely in relaxed surfaces, it isn’t guaranteed
to be the same kind of symmetry as the base structure exhibited. As such, ISYM =
-1 is used to turn off the symmetry simplification, increasing the computational load
but avoiding some errors. The inputs and results of one such relaxation are shown in
Figure 3.7.
3.5

Ground-State Surface Energy

There are several different factors that go into the energy of a slab- the energy reported
by VASP. The first and most obvious is the sum of the energies of the atoms involved.
The desired part is the surface energy. There are other energy sources, like stress and
strain that hasn’t been fully relaxed out (or can’t be, in the case of surface layers
including differently-sized atoms), which cannot be reasonably isolated and are thus
being folded into the surface energy. The equation is as follows:
X
E0 = γA +
µi ni
(3.5)
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Figure 3.7: Demonstration of Relaxation Method
Slab structure of a tungsten slab with a 100 surface and a layered coating of barium
on oxygen on scandium before and after relaxation. At left, the manually
constructed structure, with atoms piled vertically. Note the very small offset in the
oxygen and barium atoms that prevent them from getting ’stuck’ atop the scandium.
At right, the relaxed surface, having collapsed into a more favorable structure.
In it, E0 is theP
ground-state total energy of the slab as extracted from the DFT
calculation, while
µi ni is the sum of the per-atoms energies of all the atoms that
compose it. Since A is the surface area of the slab (both surfaces, top and bottom),
that makes γ the surface energy per unit area- or surface energy density. One of the
problems with finding that γ is that there is no bulk free energy for oxygen, which
in undeniably involved. This issue is resolved by making the Gibbs free energy of
oxygen (or it’s chemical activity) an independent variable. This is also helpful since
the chemical activity of a gas is a function of its partial pressure, so any point on
the resulting graph can be backtracked to find the conditions required to produce it.
Thus, the equation can be modified to include the chemical potential of oxygen as an
independent variable.
P
X
E − (µi ni ) + µO nO
(3.6)
E = γA +
(µi ni ) + µO nO γ =
A
Here, E represents the energy of the slab derived from the DFT calculation. It’s
similar to an enthalpy in that it contains no entropic components, in addition to
neglecting vibrations components as well. Gamma represents the surface energy
density, with A being the surface area of the slab. Since all of my slabs are twosided, A is double the product of the x- and y- lattice constants. Each mu is the bulk
energy per unit atom of a particular element (symbolized by i), and is multiplied
by the number of atom of that element present in the slab (n). This bulk energy is
derived from the bulk structures of the element- both in its metallic state and oxidized,
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with the lowest energy-per-atom being used. Do note that the energy-per-atom of a
metal in its oxidized state is also dependant on the chemical potential of oxygen. The
oxygen partial pressure at which the oxidized state’s energy-per-atom drops below
the metallic state’s is also recorded for the sake of determining the ”natural state” of
that element at that temperature and oxygen activity.
It’s important to reiterate that all of these calculations do not incorporate entropy
at all, and are thus effectively taking place at zero kelvin. That doesn’t mean the
results aren’t useful though. Most importantly, it allows the results to be isolated
completely from certain types of influences, and thus allows those influences to be
separated (in later calculations) from the initial factors. In this case, the initial factors
include the elements and their positions in (or on) the slab. This includes the bonds
between them and the crystal lattice effects among other things. The other effects,
incorporated by the DFPT calculations described in the following section.
3.6

High-Temperature Calculations

Luckily, VASP has several algorithms that do incorporate phonons and vibrational
modes. They are however significantly more computationally expensive than the
standard DFT calculations. Thus, their use is minimized as much as possible while
still reaping the benefits they provide. Most importantly, DFPT is used only after a
slab has been fully relaxed into its final state. That way, the program won’t need to
take any movement steps to minimize energy. To make sure there isn’t any movement
past relaxation, the number of steps (NSW) in the INCAR was set to 0.
To analyze the resulting output files, the Phonopy python package was used to incorporate the entropy arising from phonon vibrational modes. Phonopy is a tool that
generates and interprets the phonon band structure of any given structure based on
the structure itself (the POSCAR) and the outputs of DFPT calculation as described
above (the vasprun.xml) [37]. This can result in graphs of that band structure and of
several properties as a function of temperature. There was a small hiccup in using the
software; A laptop’s installation of Python (on which Phonopy relies) was damaged
somehow in a way that has thus far defied correction. Even uninstallation and reinstallation did not fix the issue. The problem was detected when a colleague attempted
to repeat the calculations and got much lower results despite using the same software,
files, and commands. Using a different, clean computer fixed the issue, but the cause
is still unknown. Regardless, this issue has not affected the presented results since
they have been performed on an uninfected computer and corroborated by another
one.
The Phonopy process relies on a few settings files, much like VASP’s input files.
These are the band.conf (Figure 3.8), which governs how it calculates the band structure of the file, and mesh.conf (Figure 3.9) which serves a similar purpose to the
VASP’s KPOINT file in describing granularity of calculation. Each is used mostly as
written, with basic modifications based on the structure.
The atom names in the first line of Figure 3.8 identify the atoms involved in the
structure. The Dim, rather than defining the dimensions like the POSCAR does,
instead defines the size of the supercell in terms of the POSCAR structure. ”1 1
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ATOM NAME = W Sc O
DIM = 1 1 1
BAND = 0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.5 0.0
FORCE CONSTANTS = READ
Figure 3.8: Example Band.Conf input file for Phonopy process.
FORCE CONSTANTS = READ
ATOM NAME = W Sc O
DIM = 1 1 1
MP = 51 51 51
TPROP = .TRUE.
TMIN = 0
TMAX = 2000
TSTEP = 10
Figure 3.9: Example Mesh.Conf input file for Phonopy process.
1” in this context means that the supercell is the same as that structure, being 1
POSCAR high, 1 POSCAR wide, and one POSCAR long.
Here in Figure 3.9, there are a few settings that are mere byproducts of our
procedure with the phonopy program, particularly the FORCE CONSTANTS and
TPROP. TPROP tells the script to generate the thermal properties of the structure,
while FORCE CONSTANTS tells it what kinds of files to generate and read in an
intermediate step. The DIM parameter serves the same purpose as the Band.conf’s
version, setting the size of the supercell to be analyzed. The TMIN, TMAX, and
TSTEP set the range and detail of the temperature range to be analyzed, which I
set to the above values to capture the full range of temperatures experienced in the
scandate cathode fabrication process.
The output of the phonopy process is a table of relevant values cross-referenced
by temperature from 0 Kelvin to 2000. These values include gibbs free energy, heat
capacity, and vibrational entropy. Unlike the results of standard DFT, these values
incorporate some kinds of entropy and are thus valid above the ground state.
3.6.1

Slab Size Effects

As described above, convergence was performed for the bulk substances involved in
these calculations. However, for the surfaces such large boxes would be computationally prohibitive. Nonetheless, 1x1 and 2x2 surface slabs of bare tungsten were
compared to each other to determine if there was a significant difference that might
indicate inaccuracy. The only difference between the 1x1 and 2x2 versions is that the
2x2s use a POSCAR that is twice as large in the x and y dimensions (four times the
size overall). Since the surface energies presented here are a per-unit-area quantity,
the change in POSCAR size shouldn’t matter. The larger surface area should be
accounted for by the surface energy isolation equations. However, here you can see
that in the 100 family of surfaces there is a clear difference between the two. This
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of 2x2 and 1x1 Surface Energies
difference is due either to some phonon difference or a structural asymmetry that was
unable to express itself within a single unit cell. Phonons are vibrational modes of
the atoms in the lattice, representing the way the material responds to heat. With
more atoms being considered, there are more combinations of atoms in the supercell
and thus more different vibrational modes they can have. If a particularly influential
mode includes atoms not present in the 1x1 slab, then that mode will be neglected
and its contribution will be lost unless a larger slab is used. While this is generally
unlikely, it was worth checking for here. The significant difference between the 100
1x1 and 2x2 slabs is the reason this study uses 2x2 slabs for the 100 surfaces and
not for the others; It is only in the 100 case that the increase in computational cost
creates a significant increase in accuracy.
3.7

Work Function Calculation

A program called MacroDensity was used to analyze the LOCPOT output file. The
LOCPOT encodes the local electron potentials (in eV) within the structure, and
the program takes the planar average perpendicular to the z-axis. It also uses the
periodicity of the atom placement in the structure to smooth out the curve somewhat,
leaving the original for reference. The result is a graph of potential vs position in the
z-direction. There are two clearly identifiable zones here, the low-potential cathode
material and the high-potential vacuum potential. The area of interest is of course the
interface between the two- the energy required to excite an electron into the vacuum
band and out of the cathode entirely.
The work function is defined as the difference between the fermi level of the slab
and the vacuum potential as shown in Figure 3.11. The fermi level of any particular
box is provided by VASP’s OUTCAR file, while the vacuum potential was found
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Figure 3.11: Demonstration of Work Function Calculation
An illustration of work function calculation from a potential diagram. The fermi
level has been artificially imposed on this graph; It is usually found in the
OUTCAR output file.
by referencing the LOCPOT file. Since the LOCPOT file provides a grid of local
potentials (from which the name derives), finding the vacuum potential is as simple
as finding the region of the LOCPOT that corresponds to the void between slabs and
taking the average of a large chunk of it. I used an average of over 500 local potential
values taken from the middle 50% of the vacuum region to approximate each vacuum
potential. After that the work function can be found using the following equation,
where phi is the work function, Evac is the vacuum level and Efermi is the fermi level.
Φ = Evac − Ef ermi
The local potential graphs, like the example Figure 3.11, are also useful for analysis
but they don’t contain all of the necessary information. Thus, when analyzing them
for presentation, I subtract out the fermi level from each local potential in order to
set the ’effective fermi level’ on the plot to zero. The work function of each graph
is therefore easily visible, being the same as the vacuum level. Since all of these
desired values are relative, translating the graph in this manner does not lose any
information. The results of this process are presented later in Figure 4.1.
Copyright© Shankar C. Miller-Murthy, 2022.
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Chapter 4 Results

4.1

Aluminum Results

I used the following equation to plot the formation cutoffs of metallic aluminum, aluminum oxide, and barium aluminum oxide against temperature and oxygen chemical
activity. As shown in Figure 4.1, chemical activity of oxygen required to form aluminum oxide from aluminum metal is -9.7 eV. When both that and barium oxide are
available there isn’t a good way to relate the formation to oxygen partial pressure
since the reaction is oxygen-neutral; However, the activation process must take place
at a temperature and pressure where barium is metallic- below the red line. In between the red and green lines, where barium metal is dominant along with alumina,
barium aluminate forms using those two substances along with one atom of oxygen
in a very favorable reaction described by the dark blue line. If the oxygen activity is
low enough that aluminum is in its metal form, barium aluminum oxide must instead
form from the two metals and oxygen, a much less favorable reaction which is cut off
along with light blue line instead. It is still likely to form though, since it’s cutoff for
forming in that way is below -10 eV in terms of oxygen activity, and far below the
oxygen activity required to make barium metallic. As a result, the free aluminum in
the system will form barium aluminum oxide compounds with whatever free barium
it can find.
In a cathode environment, the activation process is initiated in a sealed glass envelope where oxygen is chemically removed from the system, depressing its chemical
activity. Initially, barium oxide and alumina will readily combine into barium aluminum oxide where it’s possible to do so. The activation temperature is 1500 K, and
as shown in Figure 4.1 at such a high temperature the barium and aluminum cutoff
curves nearly coincide. Thus, as the oxygen chemical activity drops it passes both
simultaneously, causing barium oxide and alumina to decompose into their metallic
forms and release oxygen gas which slows the chemical activity reduction. At this
point though, the chemical activity has passed -9.8 eV but has yet to pass the light
blue line at -10.4 eV so barium aluminum oxide will still form from those metallic
reactants. This process will take up oxygen released by the oxide reductions. Assuming the oxygen removal process continues apace, the chemical activity will eventually
drop below that light blue line, and the bulk barium aluminum oxide will begin to
decompose into barium and aluminum metal and oxygen. This activity is above the
dark blue line, but that chemical reaction has become irrelevant; Barium aluminum
oxide would form from alumina and barium metal if it could, but alumina is past
the point of decomposition; Only the metals remain. Depending on the fraction of
barium atoms stuck in barium aluminum oxide at the beginning of the activation
process, this decomposition might be a necessary part of the activation of scandate
cathodes. If so, it sets a benchmark for the chemical activity of oxygen which must
be achieved in order to successfully activate the cathode.
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Figure 4.1: Oxygen Cutoffs for the Formation of Various Compounts vs. Temperature
Oxygen activity cutoffs plotted vs. temperature for the formation of barium oxide,
alumina, and barium aluminum oxide formed from oxides and from metals. In
general, the more oxygenated species is prevalent above the line corresponding to
each cutoff while the reduced form is preferred below that.
4.2

Surface Energies

Assembled below are the surface energy plots of the various surfaces investigated. I investigated 100, 112, and 110 surfaces of the following types: Bare tungsten, scandiumon-tungsten, oxygen-on-scandium-on-tungsten, scandium-on-oxygen-on-tungsten, and
barium-on-oxygen-on-scandium-on-tungsten. These are all useful because they expand the knowledge base. Also, it’s interesting that, while scandium is immiscible in
bulk tungsten, it’s actually favorable to have a thin layer of scandium on a tungsten
surface. It lowers the surface energy, despite the fact that scandium here is being
forced into a lattice other than it’s native one. This has some implications that
there might be other unknown surface interactions between other conventionallyincompatible metals. It could enable new kinds of surface coatings on new kinds of
metals, which could drastically improve the performance of certain metals, especially
weathering performance.
Figure 4.2 shows graphs of surface energy per unit area versus oxygen chemical
activity at a few sample temperatures. The top row contains zero-kelvin graphs, which
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are useful for isolating the non-vibrational components of the surface energies. The
second row shows the state of each surface close to the scandate cathode operating
temperature, which should be the state they regress to while in use. The temperature
isn’t close to the melting point of any of scandium or tungsten though, so only
barium should be mobile in this region. The third row takes place near the activation
temperature of scandate cathodes around 1100-1200 C, so this temperature area
should be the one that best exhibits the surfaces present in the physical cathodes [7].
Finally, the fourth row is the upper end of the testing region.
Within each graph of Figure 4.2, there are a further three subregions to consider
based on the oxygen chemical potential relative to the three vertical lines. These lines
symbolize the points at which each metal (scandium, barium, and tungsten from left
to right) will readily oxidize from its bulk state. The regions in between the lines
can thus be viewed in terms of which elements are expected to be oxide and which
should still be metallic. In the leftmost region, at very low oxygen chemical potentials,
all metals should be in their metallic form. In this region, the dominant surface is
universally scandium-on-tungsten (The dashed lines). At the higher temperatures
in the 100 surface (Figure 4.2j) this is supplanted by a highly favorable scandiumoxygen composite layer, but its unphysical behavior at those temperatures makes it
somewhat suspect. The second region, where scandium oxidizes but barium doesn’t,
because this is the region cathode activation must take place in. Because dispenser
cathodes (including scandate cathodes) are known to rely on metallic barium in their
fabrication, the activation methods are based around reducing the oxygen partial
pressure in the activation chamber such that the barium does not oxidize- entering this
region [7]. Furthermore, Crombeen et al showed that oxidized metals were reduced
during the activation process [29], and since barium was one of those metals that
means that the process must take place within this reagion In this region the 100
surface is dominated by the aforementioned Sc-O composite surface, while the 110
surface defaults back to bare tungsten shortly after the scandium-scandate cutoff. The
112 surface however, showcases a layered barium-on-oxygen-on-scandium structure as
the most favorable configuration. These three surfaces, being dominant in this region,
are the ones most likely to appear on the surfaces of real scandate cathodes. The final
region worth considering is the one between the magenta and teal lines, where only
bulk tungsten would remain in metallic form. In the 100 surface and the 110, the
trends of the previous section hold true; The dominant surfaces remain a composite
Sc-O and bare tungsten respectively. In the 112 surface, the Ba-O-Sc-W surface
remains favorable for a surprisingly long stretch, though it gives way to bare tungsten
in the end. Though not as likely to show up as those from the previous section,
insufficient pumping or poor heat control could create the circumstances for these
surfaces to emerge, as could simple aging since the stringent oxygen requirements are
not maintained after activation.
All of the above investigates surfaces included only a single monolayer of scandium,
but this was a choice made for the sake of efficiency rather than one with a chemical
or thermodynamic reason behind it. Any of those surfaces could have had a second
or third layer added without significantly changing the surface geometry. Thus, to
solve the question of the thickness of the scandium interlayer, DFPT calculations
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(a) Ground State 100

(b) Ground State 110

(c) Ground State 112

(d) Operational 100

(e) Operational 110

(f) Operational 112

(g) Activation 100

(h) Activation 110

(i) Activation 112

(j) High-Temp 100

(k) High-Temp 110

(l) High-Temp 112

Figure 4.2: Excess Surface Energies of Various Slabs at Ground State, Operation,
Activation, and High-Temperatures
Surface energy of various coated tungsten surfaces versus oxygen activity at several
temperatures. The red lines indicate 100 surfaces, green correspond to 110 and blue
112. Solid lines represent bare tungsten while dashed ones indicate a single
monolayer of scandium. Dotted lines represent coatings of scandium and oxygen,
with scandium-on-oxygen being marked with crosses and oxygen-on-scandium being
marked with exes. These two are frequently superimposed on each other, leading to
data points that look like large solid circles. Finally, lines of alternating dots and
dashes represent barium on oxygen on scandium on tungsten. The top row follows
the surface energy versus oxygen chemical potential at the ground state, zero kelvin,
while the second and third look at the approximate operating and activation
temperatures of scandate cathodes: roughly 900 and 1200 degrees C [7]. The final
row examines the top of the observed temperature range. The three vertical lines in
each graph (black, magenta and teal) represent the point at which the three bulk
metals (scandium, barium and tungsten respectively) oxidize at the indicated
temperature.
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Figure 4.3: Excess Surface Energies of Layered Scandium-on-Tungsten Slabs with
Various Thicknesses
Surface Energy Density versus oxygen chemical activity for multiple layers of
scandium on tungsten substrate. The red lines represents 100 surfaces while green
represents 110 and blue is 112 surfaces. Solid lines represent bare tungsten surfaces,
while dashed lines indicate a single layer of scandium, dotted ones a double layer,
and dashed and dotted lines indicate a triple layer of scandium.
were performed on two- and three- layer scandium-on-tungsten slabs of each surface.
The results are shown in Figure 4.3. Furthermore, since the standard surface energy
calculations did not address all questions about the favorability of forming these
interlayers, the same data was used to find the energy associated with adding or
removing a scandium atom from each layer and compared it to the per-atom-energy
of bulk scandium, whether metallic or oxide as shown in Figure 4.4
As shown in Figure 4.3, a single layer of scandium on the tungsten surface is
energetically favorable well past the point where scandium oxide is more favorable
than scandium. Figure 4.4 goes further, calculating the energy associated with adding
a single scandium atom to each layer of a Sc-W surface. As it turns out, while the first
layer is favorable, the second layer isn’t. This makes a lot of sense because scandium
metal naturally adopts an HCP structure but here is being forced into tungsten’s
BCC structure. It should be noted that what qualifies as a ’layer’ here might be
better defined as isolated atoms in some cases, as shown in the next section in Figure
4.8. In the 112 surface in particular, the scandium atoms are spread pretty far apart.
These scandium atoms are in all cases placed where tungsten atoms would normally
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Figure 4.4: Energy of Scandium Addition to Layered Structures vs. Oxygen Activity
Energy associated with adding an Sc atom to the top layer of the following systems
at various temperatures: Solid lines represent a single layer of Sc on the tungsten
substrate, while dashed ones represent two layers and the dotted ones are three
layers. Red lines are 100 surfaces, green are 110 surfaces, and blue are 112 surfaces.
The black dashed line represents the bulk state of scandium, metallic at low oxygen
activity and scandate at high activity.
be in the crystal lattice, as shown in Figure 4.5. What’s also a little more interesting
is that the third layer is sometimes favorable... given that the second has already
been deposited. This is only the case for the 100 surface though, and only by a thin
margin that evaporates soon after the Sc oxidation threshold. Overall, it looks like
when Scandia is available in the system at a low enough partial pressure of oxygen,
a monolayer of scandium will form on the tungsten surface but no more. While this
effect could simply be the result of adsorption of individual atoms rather than being
a cohesive layer of a non-native crystal structure, the scandium atoms in the 100 and
110 surfaces are definitely close enough to each other to crowd and strain each other
in their relaxed locations. Since this monolayer and only this monolayer is favorable
to form, it’s clear that something more interesting is going on.
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Figure 4.5: Multiple Layers of Scandium on 112 Tungsten
4.3

Surface Structures

As described in section 3.4, the relaxation process allows the surface atoms to move
based on the forces that affect them. This results in structures where all atoms are at
equilibrium, where any movement would mean in increase in net energy of the slab.
While this is useful for getting the energy of the slabs in question as discussed in the
previous section, the structures that the atoms settle into are also interesting and
informative. This is particularly true for the more complex surfaces; While in the
scandium-on-tungsten surfaces the scandium atoms mostly just occupied the same
lattice positions that the tungsten did in the same crystal lattice (as most clear in
Figures 4.7a, 4.7b and 4.7c), the oxygen atoms in particular introduced some space
into the matrix.
As shown in Figures 4.6g and 4.6d and their counterparts in Figures 4.7 and
4.8, the 100 surface accommodates the oxygen nicely, forming what is effectively a
composite scandium-oxygen monolayer together. This is best illustrated by Figure
4.7d. This is true regardless of if the oxygen is initially added above or below the
scandium layer, as can be seen by comparing Figures 4.7d and 4.7g. On the 110
surface, things develop in much the same way though this time the structure is more
tetragonal in nature, with each scandium atom sitting in the divot of three oxygen
atoms as seen in Figures 4.6h and 4.6e but best illustrated by Figure 4.8e. Where
the oxygen atoms are in relation to the scandium and tungsten changes depending
on the order of addition, but the structures don’t. Oxygen in the 112 surface on the
other hand tends to form a series of parallel wavy ridges, as shown in Figures 4.8i and
4.8f. This also involves displacing the scandium atoms from their in-lattice position
compared to the scandium, which can be seen by comparing Figures4.8f and 4.8c In
every surface, scandium and oxygen form ionic bonds only with each other, though
the scandium may have metallic bonds with the underlying tungsten. The number of
(possible) bonds however varies. Scandium atoms in the 100 surface are coordinated
with 4 oxygen atoms, 3 in the 110 surfaces, and only 2 in the 112 surface. Relatedly,
the scandium and oxygen always form a single monlayer structure that seems not to
change depending on the order of addition; The orientation of the monolayer changes
whether the oxygen atoms are on the outer or inner side, but the structure of the
monolayer itself seems the same- compare Figures 4.7h and 4.7e or 4.7i and 4.7f. The
thickness of this monolayer ranges from monoatomic as seen in 100 to the 110 variant
which has a separation of 0.94 ˚
(A) in the z-direction between scandium and oxygen.
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(a) Sc on W 100

(b) Sc on W 110

(c) Sc on W 112

(d) Sc on O on W 100

(e) Sc on O on W 110

(f) Sc on O on W 112

(g) O on Sc on W 100

(h) O on Sc on W 110

(i) O on Sc on W 112

(j) Ba on O on Sc on
W 100

(k) Ba on O on Sc on
W 110

(l) Ba on O on Sc on
W 112

Figure 4.6: Relaxed Slab Structures
Various relaxed surfaces involving scandium monolayers on a tungsten substrate.
The first row depicts a single layer of scandium on various tungsten crystal surfaces.
The second injects a layer of oxygen atoms in between the two. The third row
moves the oxygen to the top of the scandium layer. The fourth row depicts a layer
of barium and a layer of scandium, separated by a layer of oxygen, placed on the
tungsten substrate. The left column is made up of 100 surfaces, while the middle
contains 110 surfaces and the right houses 112 versions of the above surfaces. The
atoms are depicted using their ionic radii since the chemical bonds (involving
oxygen) are ionic.
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(a) Sc on W 100

(b) Sc on W 110

(c) Sc on W 112

(d) Sc on O on W 100

(e) Sc on O on W 110

(f) Sc on O on W 112

(g) O on Sc on W 100

(h) O on Sc on W 110 Side

(i) O on Sc on W 112

(j) Ba on O on Sc on W 100

(k) Ba on O on Sc on W 110

(l) Ba on O on Sc on W 112

Figure 4.7: Relaxed Surface Structures Shown Side-On
Side view of the same relaxed structures shown in Figure 4.6 in the same order.
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(a) Sc on W 100

(b) Sc on W 110

(c) Sc on W 112

(d) Sc on O on W 100

(e) Sc on O on W 110

(f) Sc on O on W 112

(g) O on Sc on W 100

(h) O on Sc on W 110
Side

(i) O on Sc on W 112

(j) Ba on O on Sc on
W 100

(k) Ba on O on Sc on
W 110

(l) Ba on O on Sc on
W 112

Figure 4.8: Relaxed Surface Structures Shown From Above
Top view of the same relaxed structures shown in Figure 4.6 in the same order.
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These features are transformed when barium is added as seen in Figure 4.6l, with
the oxygen now binding both scandium and barium. This is in sharp contrast to
the tungsten, which remains unbonded despite similar proximity. In the 100 surface,
the oxygen is drawn up from in between the scandium atoms into position on top
of them, while the barium atoms occupy a position directly above where the oxygen
atoms used to be as shown in Figure 4.7j. This thickens the surface dramatically, from
monoatomic to 3.2 Å between scandium and barium. The 110 surface is different
here, with the inclusion of barium destroying the existing structure, despite one of
the two barium atoms even desorbing as best illustrated by Figure 4.7k. This is a
clear sign, among others, that the ratios used to create and relax these surfaces are
not true-to-life. The 112 barium surface does not face such extreme rejection, but the
barium arrangement is still odd as shown in Figure 4.6l. The barium atoms are laid
out in a diamond pattern as shown in Figure 4.8l, with ’low’ barium atoms directly
on top of the substrate tungsten rows and ’high’ barium atoms instead on top of new
oxygen rows. The oxygen atoms are also moved, pulled from their wavy rows into
straight ones placed in between the tungsten rows. The scandium atoms are much
harder to see here because they are in a staggered row underneath the oxygen; They
share the same line, but each is positioned below and between two oxygen atoms.
The surfaces most likely to appear during scandate cathode activation are the
Sc-O-W 100 surface, the Sc-W 110, and the Ba-O-Sc-W surface. That means that,
of the three facets, only of them (the 112) is likely to have any barium at all, where
it will be arranged into a step-wise diamond pattern. The 110 surface meanwhile
will still look a lot like bare metal for the purpose of diffraction and reaction; The
scandium there conforms to the tungsten crystal lattice and is reactive is a similar
way to tungsten. Finally, the most favorable 100 surface is a single flat composite
monolayer of scandium and oxygen. The oxygen here is exposed unlike the 112
surface, and is thus potentially eligible for reaction with incident substances. The
scandium meanwhile still remains within the tungsten crystal lattice structure, which
again could be useful for XRD and similar methods.
4.4

Work Functions

As shown in figures 4.9a, 4.9b and 4.9c, the bare tungsten slabs show a high flat vacuum potential outside of the solid and a low periodic potential within it. The flatness
of the vacuum potential is indicative of a lack of interaction between the surfaces,
with the transition volume (where the tungsten has some effect on the potential)
being clearly shown. The periodic potential within the solid slab isn’t indicative of
the actual potential of electrons in that volume but rather of the minimum potential
of electrons at those location; Due to the exclusion principle most electrons are piled
above that, up to the Fermi level where each state has a 50% chance of being occupied. The peaks and troughs of this periodic area can be mapped to the locations of
the crystal planes parallel to the surface.
As shown in figures 4.9g, 4.9e and 4.9f, adding scandium to the surface of the
slab seems to add another higher peak to the periodic (solid) region of the graphs.
This is almost invisible in the 110 surface, but quite noticeable in the 100 and 112
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(a) Bare 100 Tungsten

(b) Bare 110 Tungsten

(c) Bare 112 Tungsten

(d) Sc on 100 W

(e) Sc on 110 W

(f) Sc on 112 W

(g) O-Sc-W 100

(h) O-Sc-W 110

(i) O-Sc-W 112

(j) Sc-O-W 100

(k) Sc-O-W 110

(l) Sc-O-W 112

(m) Ba-O-Sc-W 100

(n) Ba-O-Sc-W 110

(o) Ba-O-Sc-W 112

Figure 4.9: Normalized Local Potential Graphs of Constructed Surfaces
Graphs of the planar-averaged local potential graphs of the scandium interlayer and
foundational surfaces. From left to right, the columns contain 100, 110, and 112
surfaces. From top to bottom, the rows are the bare tungsten slabs, Sc on tungsten,
O on Sc on W, Sc on O on W, and Ba on O on Sc on W. The blue line is the raw
planar-averaged local potentials minus the fermi level of the slab as a whole. The
orange line is a smoothed version, which uses the periodicity of the structure to
remove the spikes caused by the atomic layers. The green line represents the fermi
level, and is placed at zero for convenience. The work function in these graphs is the
same as the vacuum potential, the potential of the large flat region between the slab
surfaces, because of the fermi level normalization.
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Table 4.1: Work Functions of Calculated Surfaces
Surface
Bare W
Sc-Covered
Sc-O-W
O-Sc-W
Ba-O-Sc-W

100
4.11 eV
2.97 eV
2.13 eV
2.10 eV
3.53 eV

110
4.82 eV
4.20 eV
8.15 eV
8.15 eV
2.41 eV

112
4.34 eV
2.73 eV
6.82 eV
6.81 eV
2.53 eV

variants, which also have a much higher (shallower) pre-surface trough. The 100
surface also has this high peak preceded by a much smaller peak. Adding oxide to
this surface has yet another radical effect; As shown in figures 4.9g, 4.9h and 4.9i,
the pre-surface trough previously noted is drastically deepened in the 100 and 112
surfaces. The 110 surface once again shows a reduced effect, though it does have a
”double-trough” or a mini-peak depending on how you look at it. Putting barium on
top of that complicates things even further as shown in figures 4.9m, 4.9n and 4.9o.
The 100 surface exhibits a second pre-surface peak even higher than the Sc-related
one, followed by a very deep double-trough. The 110 shows something similar by
more complicated, with the high peak just prior to the surface rather than being
separated by any kind of special trough. Instead of a peak, the 112 surface has a
whole elevated section at each surface with three peaks each.
The work function in each case was calculated by finding the vacuum potentialthe potential in the void between the slab surfaces- and subtracting from it the fermi
level of the slab itself. The fermi level is one of the results of the initial VASP
calculations, found in the OUTCAR.
As shown in Figure 4.1, it doesn’t matter in which order the oxygen is added to
the Sc-O layer, the difference is negligible. This makes a lot of sense, since in these
structures the scandium atoms are the most easily oxidized available and the oxygen
atoms will thus fail to bond with the tungsten atom. On the other hand, it does
go against the dipole theory, which would conclude that the arrangement with the
scandium layer on the outside would have a lower work function. It looks like adding
the O to that Sc layer notably increases the work function except in the 100 surface,
where it decreases. This could be a sign of a semiconducting surface layer, which is
a well-documented feature of non-scandate dispenser cathodes [21]. Adding barium
to the Sc-O layer has the opposite relation; reducing the work function in 110 and
112 surfaces but doing the opposite in the 100. The bare tungsten work functions
diverge slightly from those of other sources: Davisson et al has published several
work functions for bare tungsten calculated in various way that sit around 4.5 to
4.75 eV [38]. Jensen et al on the other hand predicted the work functions of specific
crystalline surfaces to be 4.63 eV for the 100 surface and 5.2 eV for the 110 surface
[39]. The scandium-oxide-layered 110 and 112 surfaces also have an abnormally high
work function, which may be due to some error of relaxation, as discussed in the
structure section.
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Chapter 5 Discussion

5.1

The Inclusion of Aluminum

Aluminum will if possible form barium aluminum oxide in the scandate cathode system. Since BaAl2 O3 is a very stable oxide (as shown by Figure 4.1, it’s unlikely to be
part of any surface monolayer or structure, preferring to take the form of bulk oxide.
As noted in [5], the scandate cathode surface is dotted with several such bulk particles
made of barium aluminum oxide that don’t appear to contribute to emission. Compositional analysis of such particles by Wang et al. has revealed scandate, another
stable oxide, in the pores of scandate cathodes, which lends credence to this analysis
[6]. The formation of barium aluminate has unfortunate implications for scandate
cathode efficiency. If any alumina included in the cathode powder mix is likely to
form barium aluminate, it might do so by removing barium from the emitting surfaces. Since barium is well known to be a key component of the emission mechanisms
of other cathodes [40], this effect could be significantly degrading the emission potential of scandate cathodes. On the other hand, other cathodes also include alumina
in their powder mixes [21] and function well despite its presence. Overall it’s likely
that aluminum in scandate cathodes is having some detrimental effect on emission
through the formation of barium aluminate, but that effect might be negligibly small
based on the concentration of alumina in the powder mix.
A perhaps more useful conclusion of this aluminum study for the purpose of
scandate cathodes, is its revelations regarding the conditions in the reaction chamber
during scandate cathode activation. It is known that the emission surface involves
scandium, barium and oxygen [41]. Barium aluminate is not one of them, and its
sequestration of barium makes it inhibit the formation of other barium-including
structures. This has been verified by Liu et al, who observed barium aluminate bulk
nanoparticles failing to react with scandate nanoparticles [5]. It follow then, that in
order for scandium-barium-oxygen surfaces to form efficiently the barium aluminum
oxide must decay, which it does under the conditions described in Figure 4.1. In that
figure, barium aluminate decays at 1500 Kelvin and -10.4 eV oxygen chemical activity,
so successful scandate cathode activation must also occur at an oxygen chemical
activity of -10.4 or lower. It’s also possible to cross-reference this value with Sief et
al.’s graph replicated in Figure 3.5 to determine that the partial pressure of oxygen
under activation conditions must be roughly 10−27 Torr. More relevantly to this
research though, this oxygen activity level is also useful for interpreting the graphs
in section 4.2. This makes it possible to issue definitive statements about which of
the calculated surfaces are most favorable under the activation conditions and how
favorable they are, as will be discussed in the following section.
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5.2

The Scandium Monolayer Effect

Based on the results, it appears that adding a monolayer of scandium on top of
the tungsten substrate decreases the surface energy of the slab at very low oxygen
chemical activities as shown in Figure 4.2g, 4.2h and 4.2i. This is unexpected because scandium and tungsten have been shown to be immiscible due in large part to
their different crystal structures [11]. Their different sizes also introduce significant
stresses that would have been expected to overwhelm any benefits. Here however,
it appears that scandium’s lower surface energy makes it energetically favorable to
plate a thin layer of scandium even if it means that scandium will be squeezed into
a BCC structure rather than its native HCP as illustrated in Figure 4.7a, 4.7b and
4.7c. Basically, the scandium behaves much differently at the microscale than it does
normally. Only a monolayer is favorable, with more or less scandium resulting in
an excess surface energy equal to or larger than that of the bare tungsten surface as
demonstrated in 4.3. This evidence runs somewhat counter to the adsorption model,
which places barium oxide on a thick layer of scandium oxide material. It isn’t a hard
refutation of course, since only the metallic scandium is known to form a monolayer,
and oxygen-containing multi-layered surfaces have not been tested. That isn’t to say
the monolayer effect is completely inapplicable. The most favorable surface in the activation conditions, the Sc-O-W 100, has an unaltered scandium structure compared
to the Sc-W version, so all of the reasons for the unfavorability of successive layers
applies to it too. The oxygen could serve a binding function of course, but as noted
that hasn’t been tested, and it would have to more than overcome the unfavorability
of the second layer. This is however an interesting point of research to pursue; Do
the structures noted in this study support multiple layers? Do they change to do so,
or are the observed geometries preserved?
5.3

Characteristic Surfaces and Shapes

The calculated surfaces that would most likely form under the activation conditions of
the scandate cathode are Sc-O-W 100 with a composite scandium-oxide monolayer,
bare 110 tungsten, and Ba-O-Sc-W 112. Combined with the frequent observation
that barium oxide is an essential part of the scandate cathode emission mechanism
[42][5][6], this neatly explains the observation that the emission current of scandate
cathodes is correlated with the 112 crystal face’s surface fraction. Of these surfaces,
the 100 is the most favorable by far, though the excess surface energy has some
unphysical behavior that makes it dubious, dropping below zero at high temperatures
and low oxygen activities. Interestingly, as discussed in the following section, the
Sc-O-W 100 surface also has a low work function of comparable magnitude to the
Ba-O-Sc-W 112 as indicated by Table 4.1. The dominance of two oxide surfaces
lends some credence to the semiconductor theory- though it is unknown if the oxides
in question are actually semiconductors.
Another interesting feature of the relaxed surfaces is the oxygen placement. The
oxygen atoms never seem to bind to the tungsten if the scandium is present, regardless
of whether it’s adjacent to the tungsten initially or not as shown by comparing Figures
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4.7h and 4.7i to 4.7e and 4.7f. This is further supported by the parity between the
excess surface energies of O-Sc-W and Sc-O-W surfaces everywhere except the 110
surfaces. If the oxygen was bonding to the tungsten, the bond energy would be
different thus changing the total and the excess surface energy. This result is pretty
intuitive, because scandium has a lower oxidation threshold and electronegativity.
Effectively, this means that the scandium and oxygen form a (potentially protective
or reactive) layer over the tungsten surface. Furthermore, it means that to form these
surfaces there isn’t a need for a scandium monolayer to be deposited first before
being oxidized. That means that scandate (Sc2 O3 ) could potentially form such a
surface simply by adsorbing to bare tungsten and releasing a few oxygen atoms. The
arrangements formed by these scandium-oxygen layers are also quite characteristic
(refer to Figures 4.6, 4.7 and 4.8). Though the scandium atom placement follows
the tungsten’s BCC structure, their difference in atomic radius could make them
detectable with XRD or similar techniques. Alternatively, it’s possible that layers
of this type have been dismissed by experimental XRD or TEM analysis for their
close adherence to the tungsten BCC structure. After all, Liu et al. concluded that
the tungsten nanoparticles that serve as the substrate for scandate cathodes were
tungsten though and through- even on the surface- due to the BCC structure [5].
The next step, however, may require a particular orientation of deposition order.
Barium has only been tested when added on top of oxygen with a scandium interlayer,
and not on scandium with an oxygen interlayer. It makes sense that the layering
would only work in that order because the oxygen should work to bind the barium to
the scandium. Given the closeness of the oxygen layer to the scandium layer in the
Sc-O-W cases though, it’s possible that the observed Ba-O-Sc-W would form even
if the oxygen was initially between scandium and tungsten, with the barium ions
’pulling’ them through the scandium layer. However this possibility has not been
tested in this study, so its adjudication will have to wait for another time. If Sc-O-W
is not a valid base for the addition of barium, that could be the cause of some of the
patchiness in scandate cathode emission; Sc-O-W and O-Sc-W are equally favorable
for the most part, so they should form in equal proportions whenever either would
form in the first place. If only one of those two can be made to have a low work
function, the only half of the surface will have that low work function.
This scandium monolayer effect also has interesting implications for other twometal systems; Even if on the macro-scale two metals are immiscible, that doesn’t
preclude micro-scale structures that combine the two. This also naturally calls into
question my prior conclusion regarding aluminum, but its presence in bulk precipitates imply that it prefers that state to taking part in the emitting surface structure.
Given the existence of bulk alumina on the surface though, that is unlikely. When it
comes to other systems though, even more possibilities are opened up. Similar monolayer arrangements could be useful for plating a wide variety of low-surface-energy
elements onto other substrates, or for forcing such elements into crystal lattices they
aren’t naturally found in. More research will of course be necessary to discover and
utilize these interactions, but the applications are myriad.
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5.4

Work Functions

While none of the work functions are quite as low as the reported numbers for scandate
cathodes, some of them do get close, including some of the most favorable ones. The
most emissive surface, ironically, was the 100 Sc-O-W surface which doesn’t contain
any barium at all with 2.10 eV. Adding barium to that surface even increased the
work function! For the other surfaces, the barium-on-oxygen-on-scandium had the
lowest work functions at 2.41 and 2.53 eV respectively, comparable to the above. Of
these low-work-function surface, only the 110 Ba-O-Sc-W surface was unfavorable
under the activation conditions as shown in Figure 4.2.
One of the interesting things about the the work functions shown in Table 4.1 is
that regardless of surface there is very little difference between the work functions of
the O-Sc-W structures and the Sc-O-W. The dipole model explains the work function
of scandate cathodes as a result of charged layers, with an anion layer between cation
layers pushing electrons out towards the surface. While the Sc-O-W structures in the
110 and 112 surfaces (see Figure 4.7e and 4.7f) seem to meet that description, their
work functions are very high; Higher even than the corresponding bare tungsten!
More damning, these work functions are nearly identical to those of the related O-ScW structures (see Figure 4.7h and 4.7i) which by the dipole theory should have a much
higher work function due to the insulating effect of the anions on the outer surface.
However, the dipole theory might not even be applicable here. After all, the vertical
displacement between scandium and oxygen is quite small, less than an angstrom of
vertical distance between the atom nuclei in both cases. The high work function of
the Ba-O-Sc-W surface also poses a problem for the dipole theory. It should be a
textbook case, with the oxygen atoms suspended between the scandium and barium
ions, but the work function at 3.53 eV is not much lower than the corresponding bare
tungsten, and over an electron volt higher than the Sc-O-W counterpart. The BaO-Sc-W structures for the other two surfaces do offer large work function reductions
though, and have a similar structure, so what’s different about the 100?
Looking at the local potential graphs of these structures (shown in Figure 4.9)
also yields some interesting information. Some of the structures, like Ba-O-Sc-W
110 and 112 seen in Figure 4.9n and 4.9o, have a pronounced shoulder region with
a higher energy floor abutting the slab surface. These could be part of a two-step
emission process, wherein an electron is first excited from the body of the cathode to
one of these elevated shoulder states, then out into the vacuum level. This could allow
emission with a lower effective work function than the structure itself demonstrates.
Since these shoulder regions are still beneath the fermi level, a significant benefit
is unlikely in these cases. However electrons in these regions will still be easier to
excite due to a higher average potential; Not every excitable electron is in the fermi
level after all. Some of the other surfaces, particularly 100 and 112 O-Sc-W and 100
Ba-O-Sc-W show the opposite; Deep dips in the potential floor right next to the slab
surface. Since electrons can be imagined to fill these graphs like water in a container,
it follows that these dips contain a high spatial density of electrons. Such a high
density of electrons right at the surface of the slab could be a reason for the scandate
cathode’s superior current density. Especially These electron concentrations could
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potentially result in some of those electrons tunneling free of the surface rather than
real thermionic emission. That probably isn’t the case, because scandate cathodes
still emit as described by Richardson’s Law, but that could also be because of some
thermal mechanism for refilling this electron well.
5.5

Conclusion

As shown in Figure 4.2, there are several interesting and heretofore unconsidered
surfaces that are likely to appear in actual scandate cathodes. The two surfaces of
primary interest are the 100 Scandium-Oxygen composite monolayer and the BariumOxygen-Scandium-Tungsten layered arrangement on 112. Both of those surfaces dominate in the critical segment where barium will not oxidize, and which the dispenser
cathode activation process must reach in order to be effective [7]. The Ba-O-Sc-W
surface in particular remains favorable compared to the other options well after barium’s oxidation cutoff, meaning that it is likely to form on even insufficiently-pumped
cathodes, so long as the pressure is close. The common factor in these surfaces as
well as the rest of those calculated in this study is the scandium interlayer- the idea
that scandium may form a layer directly adjacent to the tungsten substrate rather
than necessarily being separated by oxygen.
This idea runs counter to the common wisdom that the functional surface of
scandate cathodes must be topped with a composite layer of barium and scandium.
This theory is well-founded; It’s based on the known mechanism for other dispenser
cathodes’ thermionic emission, described earlier as the semiconductor model wherein
the surface oxide forms a semiconducting layer which allows external fields to reduce
the work function. It also incorporates the dipole theory, by placing the metal cations
on top of a layer of oxygen anions to push electrons to the surface. However, those
composite-layer-on-oxygen surfaces were not very favorable as demonstrated by Sief
et al.’s work, and therefore unlikely to form on real cathodes [30]. For another,
the scandium interlayer structures put forth in this thesis also have the potential to
operate under these models. The 112 Ba-O-Sc-W has the same cation-anion-cation
layers posited to lower work function by dipole theory as illustrated by Figure 4.7l,
and the barium-scandium-oxide is a metal oxide just like barium-scandium-tungstenoxide, and has as much potential to act as a semiconductor. The latter is also true for
the Sc-O-W 100 surface that proved so favorable, but being a composite scandiumoxygen monolayer it lacks the layers proposed by dipole theory. The final theory, the
adsorption theory, observes a much thicker surface layer than the surfaces calculated
in this study, but many of the surface structures could easily be amenable to layering
even to the described thicknesses- the 100 Sc-O-W much moreso than the Ba-O-Sc-W
112 of course, which is necessarily a top-layer surface due to the inclusion of barium.
Though they may be in many ways compatible with the existing theories, the presented surfaces also challenge them in various ways. Though both share the charged
layer arrangement that the Dipole theory claims should reduce work function (as
shown in Figure 4.7), the Ba-O-Sc-W structures in the 100 and 112 surfaces could
not have more different results. Where in the 112 the addition of the positivelycharged layer of barium reduces the work function dramatically, it actually increases
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the work function of the 100 equivalent as shown in Table 4.1. Additionally, while
discussed optimistically above, Figures 4.3 and 4.4 indicate that while a monolayer of
scandium on tungsten is quite doable under the activation conditions, more than that
cause various factors including squeezing strain and lattice mismatch to overwhelm
the advantage. Thus, while oxygen might be able to act as a binding agent to allow
further layering, the thickness of the layers described by the adsorption model seem
unlikely. Furthermore, the adsorption model predicts adsorption, as the name would
suggest. In this study on the other hand, in all structures where barium was present
it shared oxygen atoms with the present scandium atoms- neither isolating an oxygen
for itself (to form normal barium oxide) nor allowing scandium to claim it (remaining
metallic barium).
Overall, the evidence shows that the idea of a scandium interlayer is one worth
considering. Surfaces featuring that scandium interlayer feature very low surface energies of around 0.15eV /angstrom2 under those critical activation conditions. Some
of those surface might require a scandium monolayer to form on top of, but as demonstrated inf Figure 4.4 adding a scandium atom to a monolayer is favorable compared
to the bulk substance, which makes their formation a realistic prospect. The work
functions of many of these favorable surfaces are quite low; Maybe not as low as
the experimental scandate cathode work function, but 2-3 eV is nothing to sneeze
at. This study has shown that there exist favorable and low-work-potential surfaces
of this type, and that they occur within the conditions of the scandate cathode activation process. Furthermore, many of these surface configurations, despite being
local energy minima due to my methods, are nowhere near the most favorable configurations. The actual optimal configurations for these surfaces have the potential
to reduce these work functions and surface energies significantly. Even if the most
favorable surfaces or lowest work-functions have yet to be found, that just means that
the scandium interlayer if fertile ground for further research.
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